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Mass spectrometry instrumentation providing unit resolution and 10-ppm mass accuracy for
molecules larger than 10 kDa was first reported in 1991. This instrumentation has now been
improved with a 6.2-T magnet replacing that of 2.8 T, a more efficient vacuum system, ion
injection with controlled ion kinetic energies, accumulated ion trapping with an open
cylindrical ion cell, acquisition of 2M data points, and updated electrospray apparatus. The
resulting capabilities include resolving power of 5 X 105 for a 29-kDa protein, less than
I-ppm mass measuring error, and dissociation of protein molecular ions to produce dozens
of fragment ions whose exact masses can be identified from their mass-to-charge ratio values
and isotopic peak spacing. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 1993, 4, 557-565)

S
tructural characterization by mass spectrometry is
especially favorable for long-ehain molecules,
such as proteins, nucleotides, and carbohydrates,

because backbone bond dissociation produces frag
ments whose masses are indicative of the structural
units [1-3]. This has become an especially powerful
routine method for oligopeptide sequencing [4, 5], even
at the subpicomole level [6]. Of the 20 common amino
acids of peptidesy'proteins, only leucine and isoleucine
have identical masses, whereas the masses of lysine
and glutamine differ by only 37 mDa. Complex mix
tures of oligopeptides « 3 kDa) can be routinely se
quenced using a preliminary separation, such as by
liquid chromatography, to yield fractions containing
only a few oligopeptides. Tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS, MS n

) can then separate molecular ions pro
duced by soft ionization representing only one compo
nent of the mixture, with dissociation of these ions and
MS-II analysis of the fragments to provide sequence
information for the individual components [4-9]. Fur
ther dissociation of such fragment ions (such as MS/
MS/ MS) can then be used to distinguish Leuy Ile
isobars [4, 5, 10] and provide confirmatory sequence
information.

These same principles should apply to the struc
tural characterization of even larger proteins and other
long-ehain molecules, but this requires a variety of
improvements in techniques for ionization and ion
dissociation and in instrumentation for resolution and
mass measuring accuracy. Of revolutionary impor-
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tance has been the development of several techniques
for the ionization of large molecules, such as plasma
desorption [11], fast-atom bombardment [12], matrix
assisted laser desorption [13], and electrospray ioniza
tion (ESO [14-16]. For example, collisionally activated
dissociation of singly charged oligopeptide ions has an
upper limit of approximately 3 kDa [4, 5, 17]; ESI
provides a very promising solution in that there ap
pears to be no upper mass limit to the collisional
dissociation of the multiply charged ions that it pro
duces [18-20]. As a further advantage, the high num
ber of charges of ESI ions of the highest mass values
yields mass-to-charge ratio values generally in the
range 500-2500, within the mass-to-eharge upper limit
of most types of mass spectrometers. This has the
disadvantage, however, that the mass value must usu
ally be derived from two or more peaks of the same
mass value but different charge values; this becomes
increasingly difficult for spectra containing an increas
ing number of mass values and/or decreasing number
of charge values, such as the tandem mass spectrum
from the dissociation of a large protein ion [19]. How
ever, with unit resolution, the 12C/13C isotopic peaks
provide a direct solution to this problem because the
number of peaks in a mass-to-charge unit corresponds
to the charge value [20-24].

Although magnetic sector instruments could achieve
unit resolution for such large protein ions, the required
narrow slits allow transmittance of only a concomi
tantly small proportion of the large mass range, which
must be scanned while consuming the sample in con
tinuous ionization. Array detectors [5] can measure a
larger, but still relatively small, part of the spectrum
with some sacrifice in resolving power. Further, these
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and most mass spectrometric instruments detect ions
by collision with an electron multiplier; measuring
ions nondestructively allows them to be remeasured
for improved signal-to-noise ratio [25] and also to be
dissociated or reacted for M5-II characterization [9],
with this repeated for MSn [26].

An instrument that appears to combine uniquely
these attributes for MS n of large molecules is the
Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) mass
spectrometer [26-34]. Details are given here concern
ing an ESI Fourier-transform mass spectrometry
(FTMS) instrument for the MS n characterization of
proteins that exhibits greater than 106 resolving power
and less than J-pprn mass measurement errors [20].

Experimental

The basic instrument configuration consists of a modi
fied Millipore Extrel (Madison, WI) FTMS 2000 FTIICR
equipped with a 6.2-T magnet, an Odyssey data sys
tem, and external ESI source following the design of
the earlier system [21-24]. The electrosprayed ions are
conveyed from the source to the trapped-ion analyzer
cell by three sequential radiofrequency-only
quadrupole lenses through five stages of differential
pumping (Figure 1).

The electrospray originates from a 32-gauge syringe
needle biased at 2-3 k.V, to which aqueous protein
sample solutions are delivered at a flow rate of 1.5
ILL/min by a Harvard Apparatus (South Natick, MA)
syringe pump. The electrosprayed ions enter the first

region of differential pumping through a 20-cm long,
O.5-mm inner diameter (i.d.) stainless steel capillary
[3S]. The capillary is resistively heated to temperatures
of 100-250 °C, with applied direct currents of 2-6 A to
promote desolvation of ions with no countercurrent
gas flow [20, 24, 35]. The exit end of the capillary
terminates 7 mm from a Beam Dynamics skimmer
with a O.5-mm sampling orifice (Minneapolis, MN); the
capillaryI skimmer region is evacuated to a pressure
of 1 torr by a 38-L/s Laybold (Pittsburgh, PA) Sogevac
SV2S0 rotary pump. Further desolvation of ions in this
region is accomplished by collisional activation pro
moted by biasing the capillary at 150 V with respect to
the skimmer, or higher potentials may be used to
promote ion dissociation [18, 19].

Ions exit the skimmer (which is biased at 30 V
relative to ground) and are conveyed into the Fourier
transform mass spectrometer by the three quadrupole
lenses. Each quadrupole is independently evacuated,
and conductance limits are located at the exit of each
lens to provide three additional stages of differential
pumping. Source isolation is provided by a 2.75
in. gate valve located between the first and second
quadrupole, allowing source maintenance without
venting the high-vacuum regions of the instrument.
The first quadrupole is pumped by an SOD-Lis Ed
wards diffusion pump (West Sussex, UK) to a pressure
of 10- 5 torr, the second by a 300-L/s Alcatel diffusion
pump (Grand Island, NY) to 10-1> torr, and the third
by a IS00-L/s Cryo-Torr model 8 cryopump (Helix
Technology, Waltham, MA) to 10-8 torr. Two Extranu-
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Figure 1. Schematic of new FTMS instrument.
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clear power supplies (Pittsburgh, PA) equipped with
High Q heads drive the first quadrupole and the sec
ond and third quadrupoles in tandem, respectively.
The first driver runs continuously, whereas the second
is gated on by the data system only during ion injec
tion events. Each driver may be independently biased
to provide acceleration of ions between quadrupolcs,
with the first and second typically biased at 10-20 and
- 250 V, respectively. The first potential controls the
final energy of ions entering the trapped-ion cell be
cause this intralens region is the first in which the
pressure is low enough for the ions to gain energy
corresponding to the full potential drop between stages.
The second potential provides high-energy injection of
the ions for efficient penetration of the magnetic field;
energy gained in this stage is lost when the ions exit
the third lens, and thus its potential has little effect on
the final energy of the ions.

Ions exit the third quadrupole well inside the high
field region of the magnet and travel a distance of 10
em to the trapped-ion cell. Typical ion currents to the
cell are 30-150 pA. The cell is an all-copper open cell
[36] of cylindrical geometry (5-cm diameter) and a 2:1
aspect ratio. The cell region is evacuated with a second
Cryo-Torr model 8 cryopump to provide the fifth and
final stage of pumping. Base pressure in the analyzer
region is typically less than 2 X 10-9 torr, with no
measurable increase in pressure during operation of
the external ESI source. Static trapping potentials are
maintained during ion injection, and pulsed-valve in
troduction of nitrogen is used to effect collisional de
celeration and retention of ions [22-24]. Because the
pulse valves would not operate properly in the strong
magnetic field, they are placed approximately 70 ern
from the bore of the magnet, and a 3/8-in. i.d. stain
less steel tube is used to conduct the gas to within
2 ern of the trapped-ion cell. Peak pressure during the
trapping event is typically 5 X 10- 6 torr, and analyzer
base pressure is restored in 20-30 s. Amplification of
the 0-10-V trap driver in the Odyssey cell controller
allows potentials up to 30 V to be used for accumula
tion of higher energy ions.

Ion radial excitation is typically accomplished with
a broadband frequency sweep, and the resulting tran
sients are digitized at up to 2M data points per spec
trum. This large memory capacity allows 6-s acquisi
tions at a bandwidth of 150 kHz, corresponding to a
lower mass limit of mjz 600. Standard heterodyne
techniques [34] were used to acquire for longer periods
for ultrahigh-resolution measurements.

All compounds were obtained from Sigma Chemi
cal Co. (St. Louis, MO) and used without further
purification. Equine cytochrome c (12.3 kDa) was used
for all ion injection studies unless otherwise noted.

Ion Injection

The ion generation and injection process results in
some residual axial ion kinetic energy on arrival at the

cell. It is important that this energy be known and
minimized to design effective trapping techniques. Re
tarding potential studies of an injected ion beam com
prising the full charge-state envelope of cytochrome c
ions (+ 16 to + 7) with a 20-V offset on the first
quadrupole lens indicate that the ion energy distribu
tion is approximately Gaussian, with a maximum at
approximately 15 eV per charge and a full width at
half maximum of approximately 12 eV per charge.
Similarly, the average energy per charge is always
somewhat less than the quadrupole potential offset at
both higher and lower voltages, consistent with colli
sional retardation in this approximately 1O-3-torr re
gion. This relatively wide apparent kinetic energy per
unit charge distribution, as determined by a retarding
potential study, may be attributed to a variety of
effects. For example, if all of the ions from the + 16 to
+ 7 charge-state envelope of cytochrome c are acceler
ated to the same velocity of 1000 m.zs in the super
sonic expansion of the ESI source, then the retarding
potential profile would extend from 4 to 9 V, even
though all of the ions have the same kinetic energy.
This is a simple consequence of the fact that the retard
ing force experienced by the ions is proportional to the
charge on the ion. Convoluting the energy distribution
that results from electrostatic acceleration in a high
pressure region with the wide distribution of ion charge
states and the distribution of velocities gained in the
supersonic expansion yields a wide apparent distribu
tion of ion energies. Additional contributions to the
distribution are encountered on injecting ions with a
distribution of radial energies acquired in the
quadrupole lenses, through the strong magnetic field
gradient of the superconducting magnet (the well
known magnetic mirror effect). Because the width of
the kinetic energy per unit charge distribution can
have an important effect on overall trapping efficiency
(see Ion Trapping), there is a continuing effort to find a
combination of source and injection parameters that
will minimize this distribution. To facilitate trapping
for a given distribution width, it is similarly important
to minimize the energy per charge corresponding to
the distribution maximum, a parameter principally
controlled in this instrument by the offset potential on
the first quadrupole. A higher offset potential on this
element yields more efficient ion injection; however, in
practice an offset of 10-20 V results in the best com
promise between high-efficiency injection and low
residual ion energy.

Ion Trapping

Two approaches are common for collecting externally
generated ions in the cell-gated and accumulated
trapping [37]. Gated trapping involves lowering the
applied potential at either end of the cell to allow ions
into the cell and then raising the potential to retain the
ions. This technique requires that the ion energy be
lower than the available trapping potentials and is
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Figure 2. (a) Trapped ions accumulated as a function of trap
plate potential difference, static cell pressure: (0 l :> X 10-0 torr;
(.l 6 x 10- 6 torr. (b) Differential of trap plate potential differ
ence profile shown in a.
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supersonic expansion in the source, in which each ion
is accelerated to the same velocity and energy, depen
dent on mass and collision cross section but indepen
dent of charge, and an electrostatic component from
acceleration between lens elements of different poten-.
tial to add a constant energy per unit charge. Thus, the
total energy per unit charge varies, and the extent of
this determines the variation in optimum trapping
potential per number of charges. For example, a more
highly charged ion will require a lower trapping po
tential than a less charged ion of the same kinetic
energy because the force experienced by an ion in a
given electric field is proportional to the charge on the
ion. These effects have recently been explored in some
detail, and the mass-to-charge discrimination that re
sults from such effects has been demonstrated to pro
vide a method for selective mass and charge-state
acquisition of electrosprayed ions [40]. Such capability
appears to be a general feature of the ESI/FT/MS
experiment, independent of the manner in which ions
are introduced to the cell.

The extent of initial ion deceleration during the
trapping process may be probed by varying the poten
tial difference between the rear and front trap plates
(Figure 2). Ions with sufficient energy to penetrate the
first trap must lose enough kinetic energy during their
passage through the cell to be retained by the rear trap

most effective for pulsed-ion production. For our con
tinuous-ionization instrument, accumulated trapping,
such as used by Laude and co-workers [37, 38], has
been much more effective. Static trapping potentials
are maintained while injecting ions with kinetic energy
sufficient to penetrate the trapping field; deceleration
in the cell traps the ions between the static potentials.
The most likely deceleration mechanism is collision
with neutral gas molecules, which has proved effective
in higher pressure external source instruments [38]. In
fact, at pressures lower than approximately 10- 8 torr,
accumulation is essentially undetectable. Determina
tion of total accumulated ion abundance as a function
of static analyzer pressure (from leak-valve introduc
tion of nitrogen) indicates that accumulation increases
dramatically with pressure up to 10 - 6 torr. Beyond
this range, collisional scattering, space-charge effects,
and other losses apparently offset improved trapp
ing. Such effects can be minimized by providing high
pressures only during the ion injection event. Thus,
pulsed-gas introduction during ion injection proved to
be a convenient way to increase the trapping efficiency;
peak pulse pressures of approximately 10-5 torr with
injection times of less than 1 s require approximately
20 s to restore the base pressure required for high
performance excitation and detection of the acquired
ions. Although sufficient ion populations are easily
acquired with this technique, overall trapping effi
ciency is quite low. Using a statistical method to esti
mate the number of ions in the cell [39], a typical
trapping efficiency of only 0.1% is calculated based on
the measured cell current and ion injection period.

Consistent with the results of Hofstadler and Laude
[38], the effect of trapping potential on total ions accu
mulated generally mimics the kinetic energy profile of
the injected ion population. Because the ions are re
quired to traverse the lO-cm distance between the
injection quadrupole and cell during the high-pressure
injection event, some ion deceleration occurs prior to
arrival at the cell, and thus the optimum trapping
potential may be as much as a few volts lower (de
pending on the pressure used for trapping) than would
be indicated by the energy distribution measured at
low pressure. Although relatively high trapping poten
tials are required for optimum accumulation, most of
the ion kinetic energy was damped sufficiently within
1 s for the ions to be retained with much lower trap
ping potentials (typically .;;1 V). Thus, following ion
injection, the potential is stepped down to this range to
minimize trapping potential-induced frequency shifts
and to promote optimum ion detection. Experiments
with ramped-down rather than stepped changes pro
vided no improvement in subsequent detection, and
thus the simpler stepped change is used in this work.

As was observed with Laude and co-workers' [38,
40] internal electrospray instrument, the efficiency of
acquisition with this instrument also varies with charge
state as well as with trapping potential. The total ion
kinetic energy is the sum of a component from the
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Figure 3. Single-scan partial mass spectrum of (a) ubiquitin
(85650a), resolving power 2 X 10', and (b) apomyoglobin (16,952
Da), resolving power 9 X lOS.
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Figure 4. Single-scan partial mass spectrum of carbonic anhy
drase (29,025 Oa), resolving power 5 X lOS

central peak in the isotopic cluster appears smaller
than the adjacent peaks because the two highest points
on the peak are at the same abundance and by chance
symmetrically disposed about the peak maximum,
making the peak appear flat-topped. Zero filling the
data before processing would improve the appearance
of the isotopic profile, but this is not possible on the
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High Resolution

It is well known [31-33] that the higher field magnet
and lower system pressure from the larger capacity
pumping system should improve performance; how
ever, factors that affect transient lifetimes and field
homogeneities are also important. The support struc
ture for the original trapped-ion cell exhibited an un
usually large magnetic susceptibility, so this was re
placed with a laboratory-built copper open cell [36].
The open geometry" is inherently more compatible with
external ion injection, as well as providing lower elec
tric field inhomogeneities. It was also found that cell
and cell lead vibrations, as well as low-frequency noise
in the detection circuitry, resulted in reduced ion stor
age time and shorter transients; such excitation of
low-frequency (trapping and magnetron) modes could
promote ion cloud expansion and ion loss. Finally, low
trap potentials (~ 1 V), ion cooling delays (usually 120
s), and small ion populations were found to improve
transient lifetimes significantly. Space-charge effects
imposed by the density of the ion population are
perhaps the most significant factor and require a care
ful compromise between the objectives of high signal
to-noise ratio and high resolution to achieve spectra
(Figures 3 and 4) of 8.6-29-kDa proteins of 2-0.5 X 106

resolving power.
Figures 3 and 4 show three examples of high-resolu

tion spectra acquired with the new instrument. Figure
3a is a high-resolution spectrum of bovine ubiquitin
(8565 Da), with a resolving power of 2 X 106• This
spectrum was collected with a 0.5-s ion beam injection
period (250 fmol injected), with 13 and 14 V on the
front and rear trap plates, respectively, during the
beam event. The trap potentials were then decreased
to 1 V, and the ions were cooled for 120 s. Excitation
was then performed using a chirp from 50 to 150 kHz
at a sweep rate of 100 Hz/JLs; 2M data points were
then collected in heterodyne mode at a bandwidth of
35 kHz, corresponding to m/z 770-1075. (Although
the signal acquisition period was 30 s, the transient
lifetime in this example was only approximately 20 s,
and thus resolution is not data-point limited.) The
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Figure 6. Effect of mass-to-charge ratio value on resolving power
for cytochrome c (12,361 Da) isotopic peaks: (e) measured val
ues; (-) theoretically predicted function. The letters indicate the
amana acid composition of fragments.

will cause a corresponding broadening of peaks. To the
extent that the transient decay of such large ions repre
sents a corresponding decay in the radial amplitude of
ion motion [25] rather than a dephasing of coherent ion
motion, radial field inhomogeneities should be the
primary cause of frequency shifts during the transient.
Radial magnetic field inhomogeneities may exist ow
ing to intrinsic problems with the magnet, non
optimum positioning of the cell, or the use of high
susceptibility materials for cell or cell support con
struction. Nonquad!upolar electric fields are likely to
be experienced whenever the radial amplitude of ion
motion exceeds about one half of the cell radius or

current data system for a 2M point spectra owing to
memory limitations.

Figure 3b is a comparable spectrum of horse skele
tal muscle apomyoglobin (16,952 Da) recorded at 9 x
105 resolving power. The conditions were the same as
in Figure 3a, except that a 1-s beam was used (0.5
pmol), with a 75-Hz/p.s sweep rate and a bandwidth
of 79 kHz, covering the range rn/z 750-2000. The
irregular shape of the isotopic envelope is attributed to
small population ion statistics. With at most a few
thousand ions contributing to the entire isotopic pro
file, there will be significant random fluctuations from
the theoretical abundances.

Figure 4 is a spectrum of bovine carbonic anhydrase
II (29,025 Da) recorded at a resolving power of 5 X 105

•

Experimental conditions were the same as in Figure 3,
except that a 2-s beam was used (1 pmol), and only 1M
data points were collected, thus making the resolving
power data-point limited. With this signal-to-noise
level, both sodium and copper adducts are visible in
the spectrum. These adduct assignments are confirmed
by accurate mass measurements and by doping the
samples with the corresponding acetate salt, which
increases the abundance of the corresponding adduct
peaks. The copper ions result from the reaction of
acidic sample solutions with exposed brass in the
nickel-plated brass fittings of the sample syringe [20].

The effect of static system pressure (nitrogen) on
resolution was determined for spectra of cytochrome c.
Isotopic resolution is lost at 6 X 10- 8 torr, although
with DzO, a lower mass gaseous neutral, isotopic reso
lution can still be obtained at 10-7 torr (Figure 5) [24].

Theory predicts that resolving power should de
crease with increasing mass-to-charge ratio, even for
ions of the same mass value, when not under
pressure-limited conditions. Figure 6 shows the resolv
ing power measured for cytochrome c versus mass
to-charge (closed circles), whereas the line represents
the predicted reciprocal relationship. This gratifying
agreement is in contrast to recent higher pressure mea
surements of Hofstadler and Laude [38] in which the
isotope peaks were not resolved, so that observed peak
widths are dominated by the width of isotope distri
bution profiles. In fact, only under high-pressure
(1O-6-tor r range) conditions is the resolving power
observed to increase rather than decrease with increas
ing mass-to-charge for ions of the same mass. This
increase is linear with mass-to-charge, consistent with
resolution decreased by collisional damping, with the
collision rate determined by ion velocity, which de
creases linearly with increasing mass-to-charge.

It is important to note that although long transient
lifetimes are a prerequisite for obtaining high resolu
tion, such lifetimes alone are not a sufficient condition.
If during the evolution of the transient the ions experi
ence a variation in the magnetic field or nonquadru
polar variation in the electric field, there will be a
corresponding shift in the effective cyclotron frequency
during the transient. Such a continuous frequency shift
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Figure 7. Photodissociation (193 nm) of gramicidin S ions be
fore and after 25 laser shots. The letters indicate the amino acid
composition of fragments.

ally excited ions was not found to be effective for
peptides larger than gramicidin S (1.2 kDa) despite
success in triple quadrupole CAD experiments with
66-kDa albumin ions [19]. Photodissociation using a
193-nm laser (Figure 1) is more effective for gramicidin
5 (Figure 7) and 8.6-kDa ubiquitin (Figure 8) but pro
duces predominantly small, less informative fragments
that are difficult to assign because of apparent internal
fragmentations. Photodissociation of larger ions did
not yield observable products, even though the parent
ion abundance decreased with increasing irradiance.
Attempts to trap the presumably high kinetic energy
fragments using higher trap potentials and/or pulsed
gas collisional cooling were unsuccessful. By far the
best dissociation results were obtained with
nozzle/skimmer dissociation in the external ion source
[18-20], as demonstrated (Table 1) for ubiquitin (Fig
ure 9) and carbonic anhydrase (Figure 10). Here some
of the lower abundance fragments of ubiquitin exhibit
peak splitting that resembles an overlapping isotope
distribution. This splitting is eliminated when smaller
ion populations are used (for example, by ejecting
higher abundance ions) and thus is apparently caused
by space-charge effects. For carbonic anhydrase, the
masses of 38 fragment ions could be assigned directly
from their isotopic spacing, with 15 of these corre
sponding to terminal fragments of the known se
quence. Nozzle/skimmer dissociation thus appears to
be quite effective in dissociating larger ions and fur
ther provides abundant large-fragment ions (5-10 kDa)
that may prove to be amenable to further dissociation
in the trapped-ion cell by conventional CAD or pho
todissociation techniques. A disadvantage of the noz
zle/skimmer technique is that it indiscriminately
dissociates all electrosprayed ions, forfeiting the
significant MS/MS advantage of selectivity.

The trapped-ion capabilities of FTMS also allow
characterization of the mass-analyzed primary ions by
ion-molecule reactions. For example, H/D exchange

Ion Dissociation
Further characterization of MS-I-analyzed ions from
ESI requires an effective ability for their dissociation
and/or reaction. Of our initial dissociation studies,
collisionally activated dissociation (CAD) of the radi-

when ion population densities are large enough to
cause significant Coulombic interaction between ions.
Regardless of the cause, such frequency shifts will be
evidenced by a frequency resolution that does not
correspond to the inverse of transient lifetime; the
highest resolution may then be obtained for observa
tion times significantly shorter than the transient decay
time. This effect may be used as a simple diagnostic
tool for probing field inhomogeneities in the trapped
ion cell.

Although these advances in high resolution allow
mass determinations with errors of less than 0.1 Da,
there is still the potential to make an error of ± 1 Da
from an incorrect assignment for the number of heavy
isotopes present in a specific peak. This is not a prob
lem for smaller ions because the peak of lowest mass
must be monoisotopic; however, its intensity decreases
as mass increases because of the increased probabil
ity for multiple heavy isotopes. For ubiquitin, the
monoisotopic peak abundance is less than 4% of that
of the most abundant peak (Figure 3a). The monoiso
topic mass of a molecule can be estimated using the
average molecular weight from the unresolved iso
topic cluster [41].

For resolved isotopic peaks, their measured inten
sity profile can be compared with a model theoretical
profile to assist in the assignment for the monoisotopic
mass. The profile expected as a function of protein
molecular weight was derived from the statistical oc
currence of elemental composition of the amino acids
from the Protein Identification Resource (National
Biomedical Research Foundation, Washington, DC)
protein data base. Using the measured average molec
ular weight of a compound, the theoretical isotopic
profile is calculated [42]. To improve the precision of
abundance values, isotopic profiles from multiple
charge states are convoluted [43]. Details of the method
and its successful routine application are reported else
where [39].

This instrument configuration with its unusual ca
pabilities for high-resolution measurements of large
ions has several potential advantages. These include
determination of the charge state of unknown ions
based on B C isotopic spacing [21-23], observation of
low-mass adducts on large molecules (Figure 4), im
proved tracking of isotope-exchange reactions [24],
improved mass accuracy « 1 ppm) for isotopically
resolved peaks [20], and distinguishing isobaric ele
mental composition assignments (glutamine and lysine
contribute 128.058 and 128.095 Da, respectively, to the
protein mass, so that I-ppm mass accuracy will
distinguish these at 20 kl.ia).
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Da), 10 scans.

Table 1. Assigned dissociation fragments for ubiquitin
and carbonic anhydrase

Fragment Charge m /z

Ubiquitin

Y24

Y'8

Y58

b16

b18

Carbonic
anhydrase

Y24

b 3 1

b 4 0

Y67

Y25

Y6'

b'35
Y76

Y63

Y68

4.3
3.2
9.8.7
2

2

4

4

5

8.7,6
3

7.6,5
15
8.7
6

6

683.910
700.1050
727.818.935
904
1018

741
912
924
951.1087.1268
987
1007.1175.1410
1022
1095,1251
1208
1295

with multiply charged protein ions by D20, CH 30D,
CHsCOOD, and NDs have demonstrated the stability
of multiple three-dimensional conformers [24].

Conclusions

The triple quadrupole [6, 44] and the tandem double
focusing magnetic sector instruments [4, 5, 45] are now
recognized as unique tools for providing definitive
molecular weight and sequence information on
oligopeptides ( < 3 kDa), even in subpicomole amounts
and as components of mixtures. The FTMS instrument
described here could be the forerunner of a new gener
ation of mass spectrometers, providing such informa
tion on biomolecules larger by one or even two orders
of magnitude and using samples smaller by even three
orders of magnitude.
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